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Abstract. Simultaneousmeasurements
of NO3, alongwith thoseof 03, NO2, and aerosol
extinctioncoefficient,have beenperformedduringthe night by the AMON instrument
since1992 at high andmidlatitudesandby the SALOMON instrumentsince1998 at
midlatitude.Observationsare conductedusingthe stellarand lunar occultationmethods,
respectively.Vertical profilesof NO3 are obtainedafter inversionof the opticaldepth
spectrarecordedfrom 650 to 670 nm, includingthe 662-nm absorptionline. Five profiles
at midlatitudeandtwo profilesat high latitudeare presented.Comparisonswith a box
model constrainedwith measuredozoneandtemperatures(andNO2 at high latitude)have
beenperformed,taking into accountthe uncertaintiesin the rate constantsof the reactions
leadingto NO3 equilibrium.The modelingresultscanreproducepart of the observations,
takinginto accountpossibleerrorsin the rate constants,
temperature,or NO3 absorption
crosssections.Somedisagreements
neverthelessremainbetweenobservationsand
modelingoutputs.In the middle stratosphere
they couldresultfrom gradientsof
temperature.Below 30 km, otherphenomenacouldbe invokedto explainthe
disagreements.
At high latitudethe presenceof solidpolar aerosolsinducesan artifactin
the datareduction.At midlatitude,large increasesobservedin the NO3 concentration
profilesobtainedbetween1992 and 1994 arereal. A speculativehypothesisinvolving
volcanicaerosolsis proposed.
1. Introduction

measurements,with a vertical resolution down to aroundol

source [Norton and Noxon, 1986; Sanders et at., 1987;
Solomon et at., 1993; Lal et at., 1993; Aliwett and Jones,

and the uncertainties

km, allow access to altitude-dependent variations of
The nitrate radical (NO3) exertsa significantinfluence concentrations.
Differences between ground-basedmeasurementsof
on the chemistryof the stratosphere.It is formed at night
by reaction of NO2 with ozone. Through its subsequent the NO3 column at different locations and model
simulations have been pointed out. Norton and Noxon
reaction with NO2, it is a source of N205. It therefore
controls the active nitrogen partitioning as well as the [1986] implied an unknownscavengingprocessto explain
denoxificationprocessessinceheterogeneous
hydrolysisof the results. In fact, they can be due to vapor water
N205 leadsto the depletionof NOx and to the increaseof interference[e.g., Solomonet at., 1989]. However, similar
HNO3.
new measurements performed by Atiwett and Jones
Since the first measurementsof NO3 [Noxon et at.,
[1996b] at midlatitudesin the NorthernHemisphereshow
1978], there have been a number of studiesof NO3 column a relativelygoodagreement
with simulatedcolumnstaking
amountsat mid and high latitudeusing the Moon as light into accountthe morerecentrate and equilibriumconstants

1996a; Wagnere! at., 2000]. Vertical profiles of NO3 have
been inferred from ground-basedmeasurements[Smithand
Solomon, 1990; Smith et at., 1993] and from the balloonborne instrumentsusing planets or stars as light sources
[Naudet et at., 1989; Renard et at., 1996]. The groundbased measurementsof columns permit the retrieval of
only the generalshapeof the profiles, using somea priori
hypotheses. On the other hand, the balloon-borne
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observed an excess of NO3 in the 23-27 km and 37-39 km
rangeson October 16, 1993.

The aim of this paperis to reexaminethe consistency
betweenmodelingcalculationsandnew measurements
by
usingthe rate constantsof DeMote et at. [1997] and NO3
vertical profiles measured during seven stratospheric
balloon flights from 1992 to 1999 at mid and high
latitudes.

Copyright2001 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.

in these values. While

[1989] showed a good agreementbetween measuredand
simulated vertical profiles assuming rather large
uncertainties in measurements,Renard et al. [1996]

These

measurements

were

made

with

the

Absorptionpar les Minoritaires Ozone et NOx (AMON)
instrumentand by the Spectroscopie
d'AbsorptionLunaire
pour l'Observation des Minoritaires Ozone et NOx
32,387
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(SALOMON) instrument.Model studieshave been speciesas AMON, is 10 timesmore sensitive,but the
performed using the MicroPhysical Lagrangian vertical resolution is between 1 and 2 km due to the
Stratospheric
Modelof Ozone(MiPLaSMO)described
by apparentsize of the Moon. SALOMONhas operated
successfullysince1998.

Rivibreet al. [2000] in a zero-dimensional
version.

TheNO3 profilesobtained
by CMS havebeenalready
byNaudetet al. [1989]andwill notbepresented
be presentedfirst. Then, after describingthe .NO3 published
theywill be discussed
in the following.
chemistry, the measurementswill be comparedto here.Nevertheless,
flights
modelingoutputs.Finally,the resultswill be discussed, The NO3 contributionwas foundon five successful
Of
AMON.
Three
flights
were
performed
at
midlatitude
in
emphasizing
the measurements
performed
in presence
of
The method of observationand the NO3 retrieval will

aerosols.

1992, 1993, and 1994, and the two other flights were

2. Experimental Data

performedat high latitudesin 1997 and 1999. The
technical flight of SALOMON, which occurred
successfully
on October3i, 1998,at midlatitude[Renard

et al., 2000] hasalsoalloweda verticalprofileof NO3 in
the lowerstratosphere
(below27 km) to be obtained.
The
NO3 verticalprofileshavebeen obtainedsince1980 by secondflight Of SALOMON was also performedat
three nighttime balloon-borneUV-visible spectrometers midlatitude in 1999 [Renard et al., 1999a]. Main
developed in the French Laboratoire de Physique et characteristics
of these sevenflights are summarizedin
2.1. Descriptionof Instruments and Experiments

Chimie de l'Environnement (LPCE). The first two Table 1.
instruments, Compos6s Minoritaires Stratosph6riques
(CMS) and AMON, were installedon boardthe stabilized 2.2. NO3 Retrieval
platform of the Geneva Observatory,devotedto nighttime
The description of the NO3 retrieval from balloonmeasurements.Observations were performed using the borne measurementsis given by Renard et al. [1996,
stellar occultationmethod,which consistsin analyzingthe 1999a, 2000]. Nevertheless,some specific points will be

modification
of a settingstarspectrum
(or a planetfor four

discussed here.

CMS flights) inducedby atmosphericspecies[e.g.,Renard

The transmission spectra, containing only the
atmosphericspectral lines, are obtained by dividing the
spectra recorded during the occultation by a reference
and five vertical profiles were obtained.Variations were spectrumobtainedwhile the balloonis at the float altitude
observedin the slant column densitiesprofiles,but because and the star or the Moon is a few degrees above the
of the poor sensitivityof instrumentit was not possibleto horizon.This methodof measurements
is "self-calibrating"
distinguishbetween possibleinstrumentalerrors and real since no hypothesis is needed concerningthe absolute
intrinsic altitude-dependentstructuresof NO3. Then the responseof the instrument(the limitationsare only those
data were smoothed,giving a vertical resolutionof 2 km. due to the spectralresolutionand the detectionlimit of the
In orderto more preciselyinvestigatethe altitudevariation detector).
of stratospheric
NO2 andNO3, a more accurateinstrument,
The optical depth spectraused for the retrieval are
AMON, has been developed.It uses a CCD camera as a obtained by taking the opposite of the logarithm of the
detector and has operated satisfactorily since 1992. transmission spectra. The Rayleigh contribution to the
Absorption
linesof 10-3in opticaldepthcanbedetected,optical depth spectra is calculated using Bucholtz [1995]
which is theoreticallywell suitedfor low concentrations
of cross sections and standard temperature and pressure
NO3. The vertical resolution is around 1 km in the lower profiles for flights before 1995 and measurements
of these
stratosphereand a few hundredsof meters in the middle parametersperformed during the flights after 1995. The
stratosphere.This instrumentalso allows one to obtainthe ozone contributionis searchedfor in the Chappuisband,
vertical profiles of ozone and NO2 and to retrieve the using•heBremen
University
crosssections
measured
by S.
wavelength dependenceof the extinction coefficient of Voigt, J. Orphal, and J.P. Burrows (available at web site
aerosols. Five vertical profiles were obtained by this www.iup.physik.uni-bremen.de/gruppen/molspec/).
After
instrument.
subtractingthe ozone and Rayleigh contributions,one can
The third instrument, SALOMON uses the Moon as expectthe remaining spectralstructuresto be only due to
light source. This instrument, which measuresthe same NO3.

et al., 1996, 1998].
CMS was an instrument used between 1980 and 1985,

Table 1. Float Altitude, Date, and Mean Universal Time of the MeasurementsPerformed by AMON and

SALOMON at Mid andHigh Latitudes
Midlatitude
Flights

High-LatitudeFlights
Esrange/Kiruna
(68øN, 21øE)

Aire-sur l'Adour (44øN, 0øE)
Hour, UT

Float Altitude, km

Date

Hour, UT

AMON
AMON

Instrument

Float Altitude, km
39
39

May 24, 1992
Oct. 16, 1993

Date

0100
0100

31
29

Feb. 26, 1997
Feb. 12, 1999

2200
0030

AMON
SALOMON

34
27

March 24, 1994
Oct. 31, 1998

2230
0130

SALOMON

32

April 28, 1999

0330
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Elevation:

NO3 exhibits two strong (and wide) lines, at 623 nm
and at 662 nm. The first one cannotbe easily usedsinceit

0.975

is partly overlappedby an oxygenline that has a similar
shapewhich can lead to an overestimationof the NO3
contribution [Renard et al., 1999a]. Thus the spectral

32,389

-0.83 ø

......................................

0.970

domain for the retrieval must be reduced to 650-670 nm,

includingthe 662-nmline, whichis the strongerof the two.
The samespectraldomainis usedby Weaveret al. [1996]
for ground-based
measurements.
Improvementsin the data reductionalgorithm have
beendone,in additionto the one reportedby Renard et al.

0.965

0.960

[1996].First,theBremenUniversityozonecrosssections
usedin thepresent
workarespectrally
moreaccurate
than

0.955

thoseusedin the1996paper.Second,ozoneretrievalis

0.950

performed
in a largerspectralwindow,leadingto more

, , , , ,•

• , , ! .........

640

accurate slant column values. Finally, new NO• cross

i .........

650

I .........

660

670

680

Wavelength(nrn)
sections,measuredat 243 K by the BremenUniversity
group(B. DetersandJ.P.Burrows,
privatecommunication,Figure 2. Transmissionspectrumrecordedby SALOMON
2000), have beenused.Thesecrosssectionsare among at midlatitudeon April 28, 1999, with a Moon elevationof
thosemorerecentlymeasured,
andthey will be usedfor -0.8 ø (solid line) and comparisonwith a least squaresfit
the analysis of the Scanning Imaging Absorption (dashedline).

Spectrometer for Atmospheric Chartography
(SCIAMACHY) observations,
performedon boardthe
EuropeansatelliteEnvisat(launchexpectedin 2002)

have

been

obtained

after

removal

of

the

ozone

and

dedicated
to atmospheric
measurements.
We havechosen Rayleigh contributions.It can be seenthat there remainsa
to use these crosssectionssincethey exhibit a spectral slopedue to the aerosolcontribution,which is steeperfor
resolution similar to the theoretical resolution of AMON
and SALOMON.

low lines of sight. The aerosolsspectrumis a continuum

andfollowsa 1/X•' law (withp > 0, closeto 1) in the visible
A leastsquares
fit betweenthe observed
opticaldepth domain for backgroundaerosols.In reality, in the caseof

spectraandthe crosssections
is performed
in orderto AMON observationsthe residual optical depth spectra

retrievethe NO3 slant column density for each line of

presenta positiveor negativeslope,which variesfrom one

sight.Compared
withthepreviously
published
resultsfor spectrum to another. This is the consequenceof the

the AMON October1993flight,the new crosssections
for

Rayleighscattering
andozoneleadto changes
of <20%in
the absolutevalue, while the general shape of slants

columndensities
profile(andthusof theverticalprofile)is
similar.

Figures 1 and 2 presentexamplesof residual
transmission
spectra
dueto NO3absorption
forAMON and
SALOMON measurements,respectively. These spectra
Elevation:
0.350

..........

• .........

-4.5

, ..................

chromatic scintillation induced by the air mass motions
and local temperaturegradient. A careful analysis shows
that the scintillation adds a sinusoidal-like signal to the
optical depth spectra. Since the exposure time of the
AMON spectrometeris long (>20 s), only sinusoidswith
low frequenciesare observed.As a consequence,
the added
signal is monotonous on the NO3 restricted spectral
domain. Practically, the contributiondue to aerosolsand
scintillationcan then be removedusing only a fit following
a 1/X law, which actsas a free correctiveparameter.
In the case of SALOMON
Moon.

Thus

the

aerosol

contribution

is searched

for

continuouslyin the 400-700 nm spectraldomain using a
polynomial and not only in small spectralwindows. Then,

0.345

in the case of SALOMON

.,.•

observations, there is no need

for a free parameter. Taking into account the aerosols
contribution,there is a very good agreementbetween the
observationandthe fit, as seenin Figures1 and2.

.,.•

•

observations, there is no

chromaticscintillation becauseof the apparentsize of the

0.340

0.335

2.3. Errors

0.330
•3
640 ......................................
650
660
670
80

while others were not. Nevertheless, the 662-nm NO3 line
is always easily detected. The errors in the slant column

Calculations

Some flights were conductedundernominalconditions,

Wavelength(nm)

Figure 1. Transmissionspectrumrecordedby AMON at
midlatitude on March 24, 1994, with star elevation of-4.5 ø

densities are computed from the standard deviation.
betweenthe fit using the crosssectionsand the observed

spectra.Sincethe instrumentsare self-calibratingdue to
the method of observation,errors arise only from the

(solid line) and comparisonwith a least squaresfit using instrumental noise and the uncertainties in the cross
sections. The retrieval of the slant column densities is
BremenUniversitycrosssections(dashedline).
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stoppednearthe endof the occultation
whenthe signal-tonoiseratio is below 2 (i.e., error in slantcolumndensities
>50%), thus avoiding noisy data that could affect the
inversionprocedure.
Under nominal conditions, errors in the NOs slant

region. The general trend of the referencespectrumcan
then be fitted using a second-orderpolynomial. The
differencebetweenthe spectrumin the 661-663 nm range
and the fit can be attributed to the NO3 contribution. In this

case,thecontribution
is equalto 2.11 1014cm'2, which

correspondsto 25% of the maximum slant column
increasewhen flight conditionsleadto a too low signal-to- densitiesmeasuredby AMON.
The 1998 SALOMON flight was a technicalflight, and
noise ratio, which occurred once with AMON and once
with SALOMON.
the float altitudewas only 27 km. As for the 1994 AMON
Technicalproblemswith the pointingsystemfor the flight, the referencespectrumcontainsa NO3 contribution,
AMON flight in 1999 at high latitude,as well as boththe thus leading to smaller absorptionfeaturesin the optical
low flux of the star used and the low NOs concentrations, depthspectraand hencelargererrorsin the retrieval.The
have led to signal-to-noise ratios smaller than 10, Fraunhoffer lines of the moon spectrado not allow the
correspondingto slant column densitieserrors >10%. direct estimation of the NO3 contribution in the reference
Retrieval has been performed using different spectral spectrum.In this case,largenegativevaluesappearduring
domains smaller than the nominal one. Since similar slant
the retrieval:the mostnegativevalue obtainedprovidesan
column

densities

are of the order of 10%.

column

densities

results were

obtained

The errors

and since the

estimate of this contribution, or at least its lower limit

signal-to-noiseratio remainsabove2, the valuescan be
consideredas acceptable.

[Renard
etal.,2000].Herethecorrection
isequal
to4 1014
cm-2,whichcorresponds
to 50%of themaximum
of the

In 1999, SALOMON measurementsat float altitude
duringmoonsetwere stoppedbecauseof sunrise;thusonly
a few measurementsduring occultation are available.
Fortunately, all the measurementsperformedduring the

slantcolumndensitiesprofile.
The contribution

that is added to the transmission

spectrais important,but it acts,in fact,onlyasan offset(or
a constantshift) on the slant columndensitiesprofile. In
ascent of the balloon can be used. For this set of data the
the inversionprocedure(describedin section2.4), this
air mass factor was small since the Moon was > 10 ¸ above
offset doesnot significantlychangethe structureof the
line is strongeron
the balloon horizon, leading to the slant column density profile.In that case,the NO• absorption
values close to the detection limit of the instrument. Thus
the transmission
spectra,thusleadingto a highersignal-tothe errorsare greaterfor ascentdata than for occultation noise ratio. Then this correction does not increase the error
data but remain below the 50% criterion.
rangeduringthe retrievalof the slantcolumndensities.
Errors in the slant column densitiescould also appear
when a goodreferencespectrumcannotbe obtainedduring 2.4. Slant Column Densities and Vertical Distributions
the flight. This was the casein 1994 with AMON and in
Three AMON flights are characterizedby uncommon
1998 with SALOMON.

NC)3 fast slant column densities increases as a function of

The float altitudeof the 1994 flight was 34 km, andthe
referencespectrumwas obtainedwith a star elevationof
only +1 ¸. Thus the contribution of NO3 in the reference
spectrumcannotbe neglectedand mustbe soughtin order
to add this contribution to the occultation spectra.
Fortunately,there is no strongstellarline in this spectral

the starelevation.They are the 1993 and 1994 flightsat
midlatitudeand the 1997 flight at high latitudeAMON
(Figure3). Preliminaryto the inversionprocess,
we haveto
verify the consistency
of theseobservations.
In 1993,threeenhancements
canbe pointedout(Figure
3a). The first one is a small bump in the slant column
4

a) NO3:AMON 93

½)NO3:AMON 97

b) NO3:AMON 94
2

,

-5

,

-6
-2x1014 0

4x10 •4

8x10 •4

1.2x10 •

Slantcolumndensity(molec./cm
2)

-6

-2x10 •4

0

2x1014

6x1014

lx10 t•

Slantcolumndensity(molec./cm
2)

-2xiO :4

0

2xlO 14 4xlO TM 6xlO t4 8x 014

Slantcolumndensity(molec./cm
2)

Figure3. NO3slantcolumndensity
versus
elevation
angle:(a) October
16, 1993,at midlatitude;
(b)
March24, 1994,atmidlatitude;
(c) February
26, 1997,athighlatitude.
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densitiesprofile for lines of sight around+2 ø. The second
one is displayedby a steepincreasefor linesof sightbelow
-1o. The last one is a strongbumpfor lines of sightbelow -

Elevation:

32,391

-3.2 ø

0.90

4 ø, i.e., at the end of the occultation. In 1994, one slant

column density enhancementcenteredaround -4 ø (Figure
3b) is observed.
Several data-processing tests including the use of
different smoothing, the use of different spectral
wavelength domains (centeredon the NO3 662 nm line),
and a careful examinationof the shapeof the absorptionof
the spectrahave been conductedfor the 1993 and 1994
measurements. They lead to the conclusion that the
stronger absorption lines on these spectra leading to
strongerslant columndensityvaluesare not the resultof a
mathematicalartifact of the retrieval. An example of this
conclusionis presentedin Figure 1, where the transmission
spectrumcorrespondsto the maximumvalue observedin
the bump for the elevation of-4.5 ø in the 1994
observations.It is obviousthat the agreementbetweenthe
measurements and the fit is very good. Such good
agreement is also present in the 1993 observationsby
Renard e! al. [1996]. In both cases,the errors are around
the 10% nominal

increases

......

640

,,.i

.........

650

! .........

660

i .........

670

680

Wavelength(rim)

Figure 4. Transmissionspectrumrecordedby AMON at
high latitudeon February26, 1997,with a starelevationof
-3.2 ø (solid line) and comparisonwith a least squaresfit
(dashedline).

value.

Nevertheless,we cannot rule out the possibility that
these

0.87

on midlatitude

slant

column

densities

The slant column densities profiles are slightly
smoothed before inversion in order to reduce the (small)

profilescan be dueto an absorptionline of anotherspecies.
In which case, this speciesmust have an absorptionline
centeredat 662 nm and a shapesimilar to NO3 line, and
must be presentonly in thin layers.This seemsunrealistic.
Also, a search among all available cross sections has
shownthat no known stratospheric
speciesexhibitssucha
line at this wavelength. It may be noted that ground-based
measurementsexhibit absorptionlines closeto 662 nm, but
they result from water vapor [Lal et al., 1993; Wagner et
al., 2000], which is not detectablein the lower and middle
stratosphere.
Concerning the 1997 slant column density at high
latitude, the NO3 absorption is weak (Figure 3c), as
expectedin the vortex, and is closeto the detectionlimit of

scatter of the data and to avoid oscillations

specieswhich givesthis absorptionis not yet determined,

for inversion.

in the resultant

vertical profiles. The contribution of NO3 above the
balloon must be taken into account. An exponential
decrease of the concentration

above the balloon

altitude

is

generallyassumed.In caseof low float altitudea possible
increase is also assumed. The parameters of the
exponential are adjusted by trial and error in order to
reproducethe value of the slant columndensityobserved
for the 0ø star elevation(line of sight at a constantaltitude
with respect to the Earth surface). Tests have been
conducted in order to analyze the effect on the inversion
procedureof an offset addedto the slant column densities

profiles. They have shown that the NO3 concentration
values in atmosphericlayers close to the balloon altitude
AMON. In that case, the retrieval is sensitive to noise and are only slightly affected, typically by around 10%. This
to contaminationby other absorbents.A first use of the uncertaintyis includedin the error range.Also, the values
retrieval algorithm gives a strong increase on the slant of the profile a few kilometers below the balloon altitude
column densitiesvertical profile around-3ø, leading, after are not sensitive to the offset.
inversion, to a strong increase on the vertical profile
The vertical profiles are obtainedby inversionof the
around 22 kin. A careful examination of these spectra slant column densitiesby a least squaresfit taking into
shows that they differ significantly from those at accountthe geometry of the observations.In the case of
midlatitudeand that anotherabsorptionis presentat 658 occultation measurements,only the slant column density
nm with an amplitudesimilarto the NO3 line (Figure4). In values obtainedfor negative star elevationsare taken into
addition, the fit is sensitiveto the smoothingand to the account. In the case of SALOMON ascent measurements,
spectraldomain, and the errors are greaterthan for the as stated before, the slant column density values were
upperpart of the slant columndensitiesprofile. Thus, in obtainedfor positive star elevations.The vertical scan of
this case,it may be concludedthat the NO3 enhancement the atmosphere is done because of the ascent of the
on the slant column densitiesprofile is an artifact. The balloon;thustheseslant columndensityvaluescan be used
The errors in the vertical profiles obtained are
solid polar aerosolswas observedby AMON [Riviare et calculatedfrom the slant column densitieserrors,usingthe
al., 2000]. Thus we will haveto excludethe corresponding samemathematicalinversionprocedure.It can be noticed
that the error values are similar both with AMON
and
altituderangefor the comparison
with modelingoutputs.
On the otherhand,the presenceof this unexpectedline SALOMON, althoughthe last instrumentis 10 times more
Then
these
errors
could
not be due to
is not found for the bump at positivestar elevationaround sensitive.
instrumental
noise
but
could
originate
from
uncertainties
+1 ø. In that case, as for the 1993 flight, this increaseat
on the shapeof boththe ozoneandNO3 crosssections.
positiveelevationis real.

but we can note that this line was detectedonly where a

32,392
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lO
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-
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May 24,1992,0100UT

February26, 1997, 2200 UT

October
16,1993,
0100
UT

February 12, 1999, 0030 UT

_• ...... March24,1994,2230UT

0• .........
0

I .........

I .........

lx107
2x107
Concentration
(molec./cm
3)

0

3 x107

0.5x107

lx107

1.5x107

Concentration(molec./cm3)

Figure 7. High-latitudeverticalprofilesof NO3 measured
Figure 5. Midlatitude vertical profiles of NO3 measured
with AMON (launchedfrom Kiruna, Sweden). The 20-24
with AMON (launchedfrom Aire sur l'Adour France).
km altituderangehas been removedfrom the 1997 profile,
since NO3 absorption has been contaminated by the
presenceof polarstratospheric
clouds.
The vertical

distributions

of NO3 concentration

obtainedat midlatitudewith AMON in the 25-37 km range
on May 24, 1992, in the 21-39 km range on October 16,
1993, and in the 15-31 km range on March 24, 1994, are
presented in Figure 5. Figure 6 presents the vertical
distribution of NO3 concentration obtained at midlatitude

with SALOMON in the 19-26 km range on October31,

last profile has been reconstructed from the results
obtained during the ascent of the balloon (23-29 km
altitude range) and during occultation(29-32 km altitude
range). Figure 7 presentsthe vertical distributionsof NO3
concentrationobtainedwith AMON at high latitude in the
18-31 km rangeon February26, 1997, and in the 18-29 km
rangeon February12, 1999.

3. Modeling Study
3.1. NO3 Chemistry

30

The stratosphericNO3 chemistry known at present is

relatively simple. In the NOy family, NO3 plays a
significant role in the conversion of NO2 into N205 at
night.NO3 is formedas a resultof the reactionof NO2 with
03:

NO2 + 03 -->NO3 + 02

kj

(1)

NO3 gets dissociatedin the presenceof sunlight,
leadingto a nearlyzeroconcentration
duringdaytime.It is

lO

alsodestroyedvia its reactionwith NO2:

October
31, 1998,0130UT

....•

..... April
28,1999,
0330
UT

NO2 + NO3 + M -• N205 + M

k2

(2)

Someof theN205 moleculesarethermallydecomposed
0

lx107

2x107

Concentration(rnolec./cm3)

3x107

providinganothersourceof NO3'

N205 + M -• NO2 + NO3 + M

k3

(3)

Figure 6. Midlatitude vertical profiles of NO3 measured
The formation of NO3 in (1) is very temperature
with SALOMON (launchedfrom Aire surl'Adour,France)
sensitive
owingto the largeactivationenergy,with:
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kj - 1.210'•3exp{-E/RT}
cm3molecule
'• s'1
E/R = 2450 + 150 [DeMore et al., 1997])

The reactionrate of the thermaldecomposition
of N205
in (3) is derivedfrom the equilibriumconstantk3:

active species relevant to the AMON and SALOMON
flightsin 1-km separatedboxes.
As stated before, the temperature, NO2, and ozone
concentrations
are sensitiveparametersfor NO3 modeling.
The O3 (and if necessaryNO2) concentrations
measuredby
AMON

k3= k2/K

K-2.7 10'27exp{11000(+500)/T}
cm3molecule
-•
Below •35 km, the stratospherictemperatureis low
enough so that the thermal decompositionof N205 is
negligible. In this case,it is found from (1) and (2) that at
equilibriumthe NO3 concentrationis only a functionof the
temperature,the ozone mixing ratio, and the air density
[Sanderset al., 1987; Aliwell and dories, 1996b]. The time
to reachequilibriumdependson the NO2 concentration.
At
midlatitudes,NO3 is closeto equilibriumat the time of the
AMON and SALOMON measurements
performedseveral
hoursafter sunsetand is thereforeindependentof NO2. At
high latitudes,where NO2 concentrationsare much lower,
NO3 is not always at equilibrium,and concentrationat the
time of measurements can depend on the NO2
concentration.
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or SALOMON

are then

used to constrain

the

model. When measured on board the gondola, the
temperature is also used. In the other cases, average
temperature values from other closest measurements,as
discussedin the 3.3 section, is taken into account.
3.3. Model

Conditions

Temperatureand pressure,necessaryfor the modeling
study,were measuredon the gondoladuringthe ascentof
the balloon by a standardmeteorologicalradiosondeonly
since 1998. In 1997, they were measuredon the same day
during an ozone-soundingperformedcloseto the AMON
flight site, at Sodankyla, •150 km from Kiruna. Such
measurements were not available for the 1992, 1993, and

1994 flights. In these casesother measurements
performed
as closely as possible, in time and space, to the
measurementlocations have been sought, obtained, and
used.

Figures 8 and 9 present the temperature and ozone
profiles used for the NO3 measurementsperformed at
MiPLaSMO is developed in order to study the midlatitudes, and Figure10 presents the temperature,
microphysical and chemical properties of an air mass ozone,and NO2 profiles usedat high latitudein 1997 and
during its transportalong an isentropictrajectory.In the 1999. The sourcesof temperaturedata before the 1997
presentstudy,MiPlaSMO hasbeenadaptedto a box model AMON flight are (1) ozone-sounding(and temperature)
version. The chemical code describes41 speciesof the measurements extracted from the UK Meteorological
NOy, HOx,Cly, andBryfamilies.It takesinto account112 Office (UKMO) databaseand recorded at •150 km from
homogeneousreactionsand 10 heterogeneousreactions. the location of the NO3 measurementsfor 1992, 1993, and
Kinetic and photochemical
datawastakenfrom DeMote e! 1994; (2) the EuropeanCenter of Medium-rangeWeather
al. [1997]. The numericalschemeof the chemicalcodeis Forecast (ECMWF) meteorological analysesfor 1994 at
semi-implicitsymmetric(SIS) [Ramarosonet al., 1992]. the location of the NO3 measurements; (3) lidar
3.2. Model Description

The box model

calculates the concentration

of different

measurementsat the Centre d'Essai des Landes (CEL) at
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Biscarosse, <50 km from the location of NO3 been constructed
from all availablemeasurements.
They
measurements,
for 1992 and 1993 (P. Keckhut,personal havealsobeeninterpolated
eachkilometer.
communication,2000); and (4) lidar measurements
at the

HauteProvenceObservatory(OHP), =500 km from the
locationof NO3 measurements
for 1993 and 1994 (F.
Pinsard,personalcommunication,2000). It shouldbe
notedthatECMWF dataareavailableonlybelow10 hPa,
whilelidardataareavailableonlyabove10hPa.
For the 1997, 1998, and 1999 (AMON and
SALOMON) flights, temperature profiles have been

4. Results
4.1. Midlatitudes

A

comparison

between

NO3

balloon-borne

measurementsand model outputs has already been
publishedby Pirre et al [1989] concerning
the CMS data
andby Renardet al. [1996] concerning
the AMON flight

interpolated each kilometer from the sounding performed
ontheOctober16, 1993.Although
almostall

measurements
to be usedin the modelingcalculations.
For the model outputs overlap or are close to the
the 1992, 1993, and 1994 flights,averagedprofileshave measurements,
somediscrepancies
shouldbe pointedout.
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Figure 11. Calculated
verticalprofileof NO3for October16, 1993,carriedoutwith (a) the valuesfor
the activationenergy,and (b) the recommended
value for the equilibriumconstantfor the thermal
decomposition
of N205. The solid lines representthe recommended
values,and the dashedlines
represent
thelimitsarisingfromtheuncertainties
in thevalues.Measured
dataarealsoshown.

The modeling outputs underestimate the NO3
concentrationmeasuredby AMON in 1993 above 36 km
and below 25 km. As stated before, no temperature
measurements
were performedat the locationof the flight,
preventingaccuratemodelingcalculations.As proposedby
Renardet al. [1996], possiblylargetemperaturegradients,
already observedat such altitude, could explain the NO3
excessin the upper part of the profile. In contrast,in the
lower part of the profile, temperatureuncertaintiesare not
enoughto explainthe underestimation,
and no satisfactory
explanationwas found.
In the CMS data obtainedon September12, 1980, an

simulatedNO3 profiles to the activationenergy of the
constantk/ and to the equilibriumconstantK is presented
in Figures1l a and 1lb, respectively.It is shownthat a
positiveeffecton partof theprofilerangingfrom30 to 37
km canbe obtainedwhenthe equilibriumconstantK of the
thermaldecomposition
of N205 is setat itsminimumvalue
(Figure 1lb). The effect of this constantappearsonly
above30 km becauseof the temperaturedependence
of the
thermaldecomposition
of N205. It canbe noticedthatthe
new value of K available

in the latest version of Jet

PropulsionLaboratory(JPL) handbook[Sanderet al.,
2000] doesnot significantlychangethe results.Below 30

enhancement
between30 and35 km is observed.Although kin, the thermal decomposition of N205 becomes
the modeling outputs and the observationsare not in negligibledueto lowertemperatures.
The effect of the uncertaintyin the activationenergyof
disagreement,
taking into accountthe error rangesand the
uncertainties in temperature, such enhancement is k/is remarkableon the whole profile (Figure 1la) but does
reminiscent of the 1993 AMON

measurements.

The unsolved1993 AMON discrepancies
impel one to
reexaminethe reactionconstantas the sensitiveparameter
of the model. It was shownby Aliwell and Jones [1996b]
that reasonableagreementbetweentheoryandtotal column

not permita reproduction
of the structureof the profile.
The minilnum value of the activationenergy would allow

the recoveryof the largestNO3 concentration
at 24 km and
38 kin, but largedisagreements
are then obtainedwith the
otherpartsof the profile.

is obtained if uncertainties
in reaction
Nevertheless, we have chosen to adjust the reaction
with the
constantsleading to the NO3 formation are taken into rates(k• and K) in orderto obtainan agreement
account. To this end, they have compared box model lnaximum of data of the experimentalprofile. This is
achievedby settingthe activationenergyof k•to 2430 and
outputswith NO3 columnmeasurements
performedin May
1995 at midlatitude (52.4øN) by visible absorption the exponentof the equilibriumconstantfor the thermal
spectroscopyusing the Moon as light source[Aliwell and decompositionof N205 to its minimal value, 10,500/T.
Jones,1996a].They showthat settingthe activationenergy Such values (i.e., 2425 and 10,500/T) are very close to
of reactionin (1) to 2425 insteadof 2450 and settingthe thoseassumedby Aliwel! and Jones[ 1996b].
Using thesereactionrates,calculationshave also been
exponent in the equilibrium constant for the thermal
performed for other profiles recorded at midlatitude in
decomposition of N205 to its minimal value 10,500/T
insteadof 11,000/T, leadsto a goodagreementbetweenthe May 1992, March 1994, October 1998, and April 1999.
The results correspondingto the period 1992-1994 with
simulatedandthe experimentalvalues.
We have repeatedthis type of studieson the profile AMON are shown in Figure 12, while Figure 13 presents
recordedin October 1993 by AMON. Sensitivity of the the results obtained for the period 1998-1999 with
measurements
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midlatitude.

Solid

lines
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the

minimum and maximum profiles obtainedby applying a
+10%

variation

on the concentration

of ozone and a +1 K

between the measured and simulated NO3 profiles are
shownin Figure 14b.
While a relatively good agreementis obtainedfor the
1997 data concerningthe global shape of the profile,
disagreements
are still observedfor the 1999 data with a
maximum at 24 km. In both cases, the model outputs
u_n_derestimate
the cnncentration.q
in compariso_n_
with the

variationon the temperature,exceptbetween26 and 31 km
in March 1994, where large variability is observedon the
measuredtemperatureprofiles (Figure 8a). In this case,the
uncertainty,of the temperaturehasbeen assumedto be +2.5
K. Agreement with a majority of measurementscan be measurements.
obtained,but relatively large disagreements
still remainfor
the 1992 flight below 30 km, for the 1993 profile around
5. Discussion
25 km, and for the 1994 profile around20 km.

As presentedfor the flight of October1993, and
appliedto theotherflights,changing
theconstants
k/andK
of modelingcalculations
with
Data from both flights involvingthe AMON instrument can lead to an agreement
at Kiruna (Esrange launchingbase) in February 1997 and someparts of the profiles. It is not possible,strictly
to saywhatpartsof theprofilesarein agreement
1999 are presentedin Figure 14. Since NO3 slant column speaking,
4.2. High latitudes

with modeling calculations and what parts are not.
Nevertheless,
it seemsthat in caseof discrepancies
with
beenrepresentedin this altituderange(Figure 14a). As for AMON and SALOMON data, the model outputsalways
midlatitudes,calculatedNO3 profileshave beencompared underestimate
the concentrations
usingthe proposedrate
to the experimental values. The rate constant values constantvalues.Discrepancywas also observedbetween
in 1980 andmodel
derivedfrom the previousstudyhavebeenappliedhere.In the globalshapeof CMS measurements
addition,the model outputshave been constrainedwith the outputs, but it is impossible to point out definitive
measured NO2 profile obtained simultaneously with
conclusions concerning the other CMS flights.
it appearsthatthe amplitudeof concentration
AMON by adjustingthe initial concentration
of NOy. IN Nevertheless,
the caseof February1997 observations
data [Renardet at., enhancements
detectedby AMON and SALOMON canbe
1998], other NO2 data are available. The balloon-borne includedin the CMS errorbars(as saidbefore,mainly
Limb Profile Monitor of the Atmosphere (LPMA)
resultingfrom a smoothingdone as a precaution).Then
instrument was performing NO2 vertical distribution thereis no contradiction
betweenthe resultscomingfrom
densities have been overestimated

between

20 and 24 km

in the 1997 observations, these measurements have not

measurements at sunset on the same location and date,

the various instruments.

only a few hours before (solar zenithal angle of 90ø).
Taking into accountthe diurnal variation of this species,
there is a goodagreementbetweenAMON andLPMA data
[Payan et at., 1999], placing good confidencein the NO2
valuesusedfor initializingthe model.
In the case of February 1999 observations,the NO2
measurementsperformed by AMON have also been used
to constrainthe model. The results of the comparisons

A carefulanalysisof somecrucialparametersusedin
the datareductionandin the modelingmustbe donefirst.
Although the shape of the NO3 cross sectionsis well
known, some uncertainties can exist in their absolute

values. In this work, we have usedthe University of
Bremen

cross sections at 243

K,

scaled to the

recommended
valueof 2.0 10'17cm-2at 662 nm andat 298
K by De More et at. [1997]. It has been assumed,as
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Figure13.Thesame
asFigure
12butfortheNOsSALOMON
profiles
recorded
atmidlatitude.
claimed by Cantrell et al. [1987], that the cross sections constants in these conditions are also needed since
are not temperature-dependent.
Nevertheless,Yokelsonet significant uncertaintiesremain in their values. However,
al. [1994] claims that the crosssectionsare temperature- theseuncertaintiescannotbe large enoughto explain the
dependent.Adopting their measurementswould lead to a concentration increases observed at some altitudes.
decrease of 33% of our measured slant column densities at
Since AMON and SALOMON use different light
200 K. At midlatitude the effect of uncertainty on cross sources, the instruments do not have the same vertical
sections could be offset by the adjustment of the rate resolution. Because of the apparent size of the Moon,
constantvalues.At high latitude,where lower temperatures possiblevariationsof NOs in small atmosphericlayerswill
in SALOMON
slant column
densities
were encountered,the cross section uncertainties and their be diluted
possible increase with decreasing temperatures could measurementsin comparisonwith AMON measurements
explain the overestimation of the global shape of the (which usedstarsas the light source).Nevertheless,strong
measured profiles in comparison with the modeling enhancements,suchas those detectedby AMON in 1993,
outputs. Thus there is a need for more accurate would be detectablein SALOMON profiles. Figure 13
recommended cross sections at various temperatures showsthat suchenhancements
observedby AMON were
representative of the conditions encountered in the not detectedby SALOMON.
The tests on the data reduction mentioned above lead
stratosphere. New laboratory measurements on rate
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one to think that these enhancements at midlatitude are

real. Sincemore accuratelaboratorydatawill probablynot
be ableto leadto a full agreementbetweenthe May 1992,
October 1993, and March 1994 flights and modeling
calculations,some unexpectedstratospheric
phenomena
couldbe invokedto explainthe differences.

Becauseof the geometry of observationthe slant
columndensitiesprofilesmust decreasewith increasing
elevation if we assume a spherical symmetry. The
enhancements
on the upperpart of slantcolumndensity
profilesfor the 1993and1997flightspresented
in Figures
3a and 3c, which are largerthan the error bars,contradict
this assumption.
Theseenhancements
probablyresultfrom
localinhomogeneities
in NO3 concentrations.
It appears from the1997 measurementsthat the
enhancement
is superimposed
on the linearincreaseof the

Thesechangeswere alsoobservedby the satellite-borne
Stratospheric
Aerosoland Gas Experiment(SAGE) II
instrument
[Renerdet el., 1999b].In the 1994flight, such
changesin the wavelengthdependence
seemalsoto be
present
at thealtitudeof theNO3enhancement,
butit is not
so obviousdue to a noisiersignalthan in the 1993 flight.
Thesechanges
couldbe relatedto thepresence
of aerosols
withphysicalproperties
(composition
andsize)thatlocally
differ from those of backgroundaerosols. Since the
enhancements
are observedat specificaltitudes,it mustbe
assumedthat theseparticularaerosolsremainedin layers

of few kilometers in thickness.Such a hypothesiscan be
supportedby some lidar ground-basedobservationsof
Pinatuboaerosolswith layersof a few kilometersthickness
which were detectedin the 20-30 km altituderange[e.g.,
Di Girolemo et el., 1996].
In the case of observationsat high latitude, some
slantcolumndensitiesprofile with decreasing
elevation.In
that case,the enhancementat an elevation centeredon +1 ø problemsappearfor the NO3 retrieval in the presenceof
has an apparent size of 1ø. The amplitude of the solid polar aerosols,as observedby AMON in February
1997. In the caseof 1999 data, for which a disagreement
enhancement could indicate that the NO3 local variation is
not too far from the balloon.If we postulatea distanceof with modeling is also observed,one cannot exclude the
cloudsdue
10 km from the balloon,the apparentsize corresponds
to a possibilityof the presenceof polar stratospheric
to
mountain
waves,
like
during
the
1997
flight.
However,
layer of 200 m width, and if we postulatea 100-km
distance, the layer is 2 km wide. The last value is during the 1998-1999 winter the amplitudes of the lee
reminiscentof the thicknessof the layer observedon the waves were not as large as in 1997, and the features
1993 profile at 38 km possibly due to temperature reported by Riviare et el. [2000] on the wavelength
dependenceof the aerosolsextinction were not detected.
inhomogeneities.
The enhancementsin the lower stratospherecannotbe The low NO3 concentrationsmodeled could be due to the
explained only by gradients of temperature. Other low temperatures encountered, and the disagreements,

explanations
mustbe soughtto explainthe appearance
of which are a few times smaller than those observed at
such variations.We may note that the presenceof these midlatitude, could simply result from the uncertaintiesof

variations cannot be detected from ground-based
measurementswhich do not have the required vertical
resolution.They would just slightly increasethe vertical

cross sections

and rate

constants of NO3

when

temperaturesdropbelow 200 K.

column density values, which would remain within the 6. Conclusions
uncertaintyof rate constants
when comparedto modeling
The comparisonbetweenthe AMON and SALOMON
outputs.
The 12 flights performed by our three instruments NO3 profiles at mid and high latitudes and modeling
covera 20-yearperiod.The enhancements,
observedthree calculations shows that there is a need for more accurate
times by AMON and perhapsonce by CMS, were not recommended values of both rate constants involved in the
observed by SALOMON. They appear at different NO3 chemistry and NO3 absorption cross sections. In
altitudes,below 30 km for the AMON 1992 flight, between particular, this comparison seems to confirm the
23 and 27 km for the 1993 flights (we have assumedthat temperaturedependenceof the cross sections.Although
the 1993 enhancement
around38 km is dueto a gradientof modelingcalculationscouldreproducemostof the AMON
temperature),and between16 and 22 km for the AMON and SALOMON measurements, it is clear that these
Someof
1994 flight. During this 20-year periodthe stratospheric improvementswill not solveall the discrepancies.
them
could
be
due
to
temperature
variations
that
can
occur
aerosolcontentwas varying. The 1980 CMS flight was
The others,only observedin the
performed a few months after the Mount St. Helens in the middle stratosphere.
volcaniceruption,andthe threemidlatitudeAMON flights presence of specific aerosols, could be linked to their
were performed after the Mount Pinatubo volcanic physicalproperties,which differ from thoseof background
chemistry.
eruption. The stratosphericaerosols content was then aerosols,andto unknownheterogeneous
A definitive conclusionconcerningthe data reduction
higher than usual, and aerosolswere observedabove25
km [e.g., d•iger et el., 1995]. On the other hand, the can be given from measurementsat high latitude. It has
SALOMON flightswere performedin the presenceof only been shown that the presenceof solid polar aerosolsis
responsible for a wavelength distortion in the NO3
backgroundaerosols.
It seems possible to postulate that the presenceof absorptiondomain,which leadsto a strongoverestimation
(volcanic) aerosol could induce an increase of NO3 of the NO3 slant column densities. This fact must be taken
concentrationsby an unknown heterogeneousreaction. into account in the data reduction of future observations
Sucha hypothesisis highly speculative.Nevertheless,it is performed by the satellite instrumentsSAGE III in the
noticeable that the large NO3 increase in the lower lunar mode and by the stellar occultation instrument
stratosphere
for the 1993 flight is clearlycorrelatedwith a Global Ozone Monitory by Occultationof Stars(GOMOS)
change in the wavelengthdependenceof the extinction on boardthe EuropeansatelliteEnvisat.
coefficient
retrieved
from the AMON
measurements.
New stratospheric flights dedicated to NO3
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measurementsand simultaneousmeasurementsof physical Renard,J.-B., M. Pirre, C. Robert, G. Moreau, D. Huguenin,and
J. M. Russel III, Nocturnal vertical distribution of
properties of aerosols (obtained from extinction,
stratospheric
03, NO2 andNO3 from balloonmeasurements,
polarizationandcountingmeasurements)
are needed.Data
J. Geophys.Res.,i01, 28,793-28,804,1996.
acquired in the near future from satellite-borne and Renard, J.-B., M. Pirre, C. Robert, F. Lef•vre, E. Lateltin, B.

balloon-borne instruments in the case of presence of

Nozi•re, and D. Huguenin,Vertical distributionof nighttime
stratosphericNO2 from balloon measurements:
Comparison
with models,Geophys.Res.Lett., 24, 73-76, 1997.
occurs,will allow confirmation of the aerosolhypothesis
Renard,J.-B., M. Pirre, C. Robert,andD. Huguenin,The possible
proposed
for theNO3 enhancements
detected
by AMON.
detectionof OBrO in the stratosphere,
J. Geophys.Res., 103,

backgroundaerosols,and volcanicaerosolsif an eruption
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